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Abstract

Most research on bilingual automatic term
extraction (ATE) from comparable cor-
pora focuses on both components of the
task separately, i.e. monolingual auto-
matic term extraction and finding equiva-
lent pairs cross-lingually. The latter usu-
ally relies on context vectors and is no-
toriously inaccurate for infrequent terms.
The aim of this pilot study is to investi-
gate whether using information gathered
for the former might be beneficial for the
cross-lingual linking as well, thereby illus-
trating the potential of a more holistic ap-
proach to ATE from comparable corpora
with re-use of information across the com-
ponents. To test this hypothesis, an ex-
isting dataset was expanded, which cov-
ers three languages and four domains. A
supervised binary classifier is shown to
achieve robust performance, with stable
results across languages and domains.

1 Introduction

Bilingual automatic term extraction (ATE) from
comparable corpora aims to identify equivalent
term pairs cross-lingually in monolingual corpora
that are similar in terms of size, topic and style.
Strongly related to bilingual lexicon induction
(BLI), the main difference is that ATE from com-
parable corpora focuses on terminology (domain-
specific, specialised vocabulary), rather than gen-
eral language. Despite the difficulty of finding
cross-lingual equivalents in unaligned text, com-
parable corpora have a substantial added value
over parallel corpora, since they are much easier
to create and, therefore, less expensive. This is es-
pecially relevant for low-resourced languages and
specialised domains and has made both ATE and

BLI popular research topics over the past years.
The most successful strategies for finding cross-

lingual equivalents rely on the distributional
hypothesis or compositionality (see related re-
search). The hypothesis of this project is that in-
formation from the monolingual term extraction
phase (e.g., frequency, termhood and unithood
statistics, part-of-speech (POS)) could be re-used
as additional clues for finding equivalents cross-
lingually. While it is not expected that these fea-
tures alone will suffice to find cross-lingual equiv-
alents, they might provide complementary infor-
mation using features that have already been cal-
culated for the monolingual ATE and could also
help counter disadvantages of current approaches,
such as the dependence on huge corpora. This
pilot study was set up to test the potential infor-
mativeness of features from monolingual ATE to
recognise term pairs cross-lingually in compara-
ble corpora. First, an existing dataset for ATE
(Rigouts Terryn et al., 2019b) was expanded with
more cross-lingual annotations. Subsequently, a
supervised binary classifier was constructed using
only the features designed for monolingual term
extraction. Further analyses of the classifier and
the features illustrate how this information might
complement the more established features.

2 Related Research

ATE from comparable corpora and BLI have re-
ceived much research interest and certain trends
have emerged. The distributional hypothesis ap-
pears to be the most popular approach for finding
cross-lingual equivalents. This hypothesis states
that equivalent lexical units will appear in simi-
lar contexts. The contexts of potential equivalents
are compared by using some form of word vector
representations. This can be done through the so-
called standard approach (or a variation thereof).
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In this case, context vectors are created for an
n-word window around the lexical unit, subse-
quently, these vectors are normalised (e.g., using
mutual information) and a bilingual seed lexicon
is used to project between the source and target
language. Once it is possible to map between the
two vector spaces, a similarity measure (e.g., co-
sine similarity) can be calculated to measure the
context similarity (Liu et al., 2018).

A second approach based on the distributional
hypothesis consists in using neural networks to ob-
tain word embeddings. An example is presented
in (Hazem and Morin, 2018), where embeddings
from the specialised corpus are combined with
those from a larger, general corpus. Apart from
word embeddings, they also experiment with char-
acter n-gram embeddings, which take into account
the internal structure of words. This is another
popular strategy, especially for morphologically-
rich languages and the medical domain (Heyman
et al., 2018; Hakami and Bollegala, 2017; Bolle-
gala et al., 2015; Kontonatsios et al., 2013; Hazem
and Morin, 2018). Character n-grams have re-
peatedly been shown to outperform word embed-
dings, or at least to be useful in combination with
them. Since the previously described methods are
mainly applied to single-word terms, there is an-
other strategy specifically for multi-word terms,
which is the compositionality approach, whereby
each part of a multi-word term is translated sep-
arately to map it to potential equivalents. Such
methods are highly reliant on bilingual dictionar-
ies. Other common features are string similarity
measures (Pinnis et al., 2019), Wikipedia-based
features (Jakubina and Langlais, 2016, 2018), and
temporal clues, burstiness and frequency (Irvine
and Callison-Burch, 2013).

Some of the most commonly cited problems
with current methodologies for ATE from compa-
rable corpora are that they are dependent on very
large resources for the context vectors, which is
a big disadvantage for a task that has the spe-
cific goal of making bilingual lexicon building
less reliant on expensive resources. While the
increasing availability of large-scale, multilingual
pre-trained language models (e.g., BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019)) can be very helpful for BLI in gen-
eral, it is less well-suited for multilingual ATE,
since terminology is both less frequent and more
domain-dependent than general language. There-
fore, the specific characteristics of terms may not

necessarily be captured well in these general lan-
guage models, especially for those terms that also
occur in general language but acquire a differ-
ent meaning as a term in a specialised domain.
A second, related disadvantage of most current
approaches for ATE from comparable corpora is
that they score badly for infrequent terms, even
when ”infrequent” is broadly interpreted as having
a frequency of up to 25 (Jakubina and Langlais,
2018). Other disadvantages are reliance on ex-
isting resources, such as bilingual seed lexicons
or Wikipedia, separate methodologies for single-
and multi-word terms (Liu et al., 2018) and, in
the case of string similarity, dependence on sim-
ilarities between source and target language. A
final remark in this regard, is that it is very dif-
ficult to compare reported results. This is partly
because of differences in methodology (e.g., en-
tire ATE from comparable corpora pipeline or only
classifying term pairs, focus on single- or multi-
word terms, etc.) and evaluation measures (preci-
sion@rank, mean average precision and f1-score
being the most common). Another important rea-
son is the ambiguous nature of the task: deter-
mining whether two terms are equivalent is by
no means straightforward. This can range from
technical questions such as whether terms with
an almost identical meaning, but from a different
word class are considered correct, to more theoret-
ical problems regarding the nature of equivalence
(Le Serrec, 2012).

3 Data

For previous research on monolingual ATE
(Rigouts Terryn et al., 2019b), three comparable
corpora had been created in the domains of dres-
sage, wind energy and heart failure, as well as
one parallel corpus in the domain of corruption.
All four corpora were constructed with English,
French and Dutch texts. Around 50k tokens were
manually annotated per domain/language, result-
ing in over 100k annotations of single- and multi-
word terms and Named Entities (NEs). Cross-
lingual annotations had already been added for
the complete corpus on heart failure. A simi-
lar methodology was adopted to annotate cross-
lingual equivalents in the other domains as well,
although the annotations are less elaborate than
those for the corpus on heart failure, which in-
cludes annotations of synonyms, abbreviations,
alternative spellings, lemmas, hypernyms, hy-
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ponyms and other strongly related terms, in ad-
dition to cross-lingual equivalents. The annota-
tions that were added for the other domains only
concern cross-lingual equivalents. Moreover, the
added annotations do not cover the entire corpora
(as the original ones did), but they are sufficient to
allow various cross-domain comparisons. The an-
notation work resulted in a total of over 3.5k val-
idated term pairs per language pair (see Table 1).
With the current methodology (see section 5), the
order of the languages (English-French, English-
Dutch, and French-Dutch) is irrelevant, so it could
be reversed without influencing either the numbers
or the results.

Domain EN-FR EN-NL FR-NL
corruption 358 401 397
dressage 402 407 525
heart failure 2362 2467 2611
wind energy 425 598 389
Total 3547 3873 3892

Table 1: Number of positively validated term
pairs per corpus

While the ultimate goal is to develop an en-
tire pipeline for ATE from comparable corpora,
from monolingual term extraction to bilingual
term linking, the aim of the current pilot study was
to test the potential of re-using information from
the former for the latter. For this purpose, the pre-
viously mentioned annotations were transformed
into datasets with positive (equivalent) and nega-
tive (non-equivalent) term pairs, which could be
used as input for a binary classifier. All positive
term pairs were manually annotated as valid equiv-
alents and random sampling was used for negative
examples, a methodology adopted in previous re-
search as well (Kontonatsios et al., 2013; Hakami
and Bollegala, 2017). For the sake of comparison,
the methodology of Kontonatsios et al. (2013) was
followed in other respects as well, for instance by
starting with a balanced data set, with 50% posi-
tive and 50% negative instances. However, since
this is not realistic in an actual pipeline for mul-
tilingual ATE from comparable corpora, imbal-
anced datasets were created as well with only 20%
and 5% positive instances. The number of posi-
tives always remains the same (see Table 1), only
the number of negatives varies according to these
percentages.

A final note on the data is that the specialised

corpora that were used are extremely small (50k
tokens per language/domain) compared to the
ones used in similar research (rarely under 1M to-
kens). Some of the features do refer to frequen-
cies in large reference corpora (see section 4), but
due to the specialised nature of the corpora and the
fact that multi-word terms and NEs are included,
many of the terms (single-word, multi-word and
NE) have very low frequencies. For instance, out
of the 3873 valid term pairs in the English-Dutch
corpus, 1125 of the English source terms and 1340
Dutch target terms appear only once in the spe-
cialised corpus, and 1242 of the English terms
and 2154 of the Dutch terms do not appear in
any of the reference corpora. Considering that in
similar research, terms appearing fewer than 25
times are considered to be infrequent (Jakubina
and Langlais, 2016, 2018), it is interesting to see
whether a decent performance can be obtained on
such infrequent terms.

4 Monolingual ATE Features

The monolingual ATE features are based on the
HAMLET tool (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2019a) and
can be divided into 5 groups: shape, frequency,
statistics, related terms, and linguistics. The num-
ber of features in each group and the description
of these features can be found in Table 2. Most of
these features have already been used for monolin-
gual ATE, though most approaches are limited to a
small number of these features. The reference cor-
pora are Wikipedia dumps and news corpora in the
respective languages, all limited to 10M tokens.
For English, the News on Web corpus was used
(Davies, 2017), for French the Gigaword corpus
(Graff et al., 2011) and for Dutch the newspaper
section of OpenSONAR (Oostdijk et al., 2013).
The linguistic preprocessing was performed with
the LeTs Preprocess toolkit (van de Kauter et al.,
2013) and the part-of-speech (POS) tag sets of the
three different languages were all mapped to a sin-
gle set of 23 tags, so the same tags could be used
across the languages. Preliminary experiments de-
termined that the best way to encode the POS-
patterns, was to have 3 vectors for all 23 individual
tags: one for the tag of the first token of the term,
one for the last and one for the frequency of all
tags in the term. In the case of single-word terms,
these would all be the same, but it was still an ef-
ficient way to encode the POS pattern for terms
of varying lengths, without either losing too much
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Feature group # Features
Shape 20 term length (in tokens or characters), capitalisation, presence of special char-

acters
Frequency 12 relative frequency and document frequency of original term or lemmatised

term in domain-specific corpus, newspaper reference corpus and Wikipedia
corpus

Statistics 25 various termhood and unithood measures, calculated both for the original
term and the lemmatised form (Vintar’s termhood measure (Vintar, 2010)),
C-value, TF-IDF, log-likelihood ratio, domain consensus, domain specificity,
weirdness, basic, combo basic (more information about measures in (As-
trakhantsev et al., 2015); measures that require a general reference corpus
are calculated twice: once for the newspaper reference corpus, once for the
Wikipedia reference corpus

Related Terms 12 count, combined frequency and average domain specificity of related terms,
i.e. terms with the same lemma or normalised form and terms that are part
of or contain the term in question

Linguistics 75 presence in stopword list, tag by automatic named entity recognition and
POS, encoded as 3 one-hot vectors for the POS of the first token, POS of the
last token and the frequency of all POS tags in the term

Table 2: Feature groups of the monolingual ATE with the number (#) of features in each group and a
description of the features in that group

information or creating a disproportionate amount
of POS-related features. There are no restrictions
on term length, frequency or part-of-speech.

5 Experiments

5.1 Classifier and Features

By interpreting ATE from comparable corpora as
a supervised binary classification task, we aim to
test the usefulness of the monolingual ATE fea-
tures for bilingual linking. Precision, Recall and
f1-scores were calculated for each experiment. All
experiments were performed with Python’s scikit-
learn package. Hyperparameter optimisation was
performed through grid search and to counter the
effect of random variations, the results of each
experiment are averaged over 5 trials. Experi-
ments were performed with either 5-fold cross-
validation (within all domains of a single language
pair or within one domain and language pair) or
with a separate train and test set (test on one do-
main in one language pair and train on the three
others). Preliminary experiments showed that
the Random Forrest Classifier (RFC) and Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP) outperformed the Deci-
sion Tree Classifier and the Logistic Regression
Classifier. Since the RFC was more efficient than
the MLP, had been used in previous research (Kon-

tonatsios et al., 2013) and had a more stable per-
formance, all further experiments were performed
with the RFC. Positive instances (valid equiva-
lents) were labelled as ’1’ and negatives (wrong
equivalents) as ’0’. The hyperparameter search
space remained unchanged throughout the project
(’min samples leaf’: [5, 10], ’min samples split’:
[2, 10, 20], ’n estimators’: [150] and standard set-
tings for all other hyperparameters), with the ex-
ception of ’class weight’, which varied from [’bal-
anced’, 0: 1, 1: 1.5, 0: 1, 1: 2, 0: 1, 1: 2.5] for the
balanced dataset, to [’balanced’, 0: 1, 1: 2, 0: 1, 1:
3, 0: 1, 1: 4, 0: 1, 1: 5, 0: 1, 1: 6] for the dataset
with 20% positives and [’balanced’, 0: 1, 1: 8, 0:
1, 1: 10, 0: 1, 1: 12, 0: 1, 1: 15] for the dataset
with 5% positives.

As stated in section 4, the features are the ones
used for monolingual ATE. There were two dif-
ferent setups to combine the features. In the first
(CONCAT), the monolingual features of source
and target term were simply concatenated, with-
out any additional transformations. For the second
(ABSDIF), the absolute difference was taken for
all respective features. The features regarding the
terms’ POS pattern were analysed in more detail,
since it was assumed that these features could po-
tentially be very informative. Since there was no
restriction on term length or POS pattern, the list
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of possible patterns across all languages is very
long (200+ unique patterns). Therefore, as ex-
plained in the previous section, for the monolin-
gual ATE, instead of a one-hot vector for all pos-
sible patterns, three (much shorter) vectors were
used for all tags: one for the frequency of each tag
in the pattern, one for the tag of the first token and
one for that of the last token. While some informa-
tion is lost this way, its compactness and ability to
generalise was proven with good results for mono-
lingual ATE. However, since POS pattern might
be even more important for the bilingual linking,
both approaches were tested and compared. Pre-
liminary experiments showed better results (gain
of 0.05 in f1-score) for the compact representa-
tions. Consequently, all further experiments were
performed with this version of the features. Since
only limited performance was expected from these
features, it was decided to also test their compati-
bility with a string similarity feature (Levenshtein
ratio), which seems intuitively more directly use-
ful for the detection of equivalents in related lan-
guages, such as the ones used in this project. Us-
ing the python-Levenshtein package1, Levenshtein
ratio was calculated between all source and target
terms. Before training the models, all features that
showed no variance in the training data were re-
moved. Generally, this affected some of the POS-
features and special character features. Finally, the
remaining features were scaled to [-1,1].

All these methodological difference lead to
many different configurations: separate train/test
sets versus 5-fold cross-validation, CONCAT ver-
sus ABSDIF features, with and without Lev-
enshtein ratio, balanced dataset (50/50) versus
slightly imbalanced dataset (80/20) versus very
imbalanced dataset (95/5), and also three language
pairs and four domains. Various experiments will
be described in more detail in the following sec-
tions, but it can already be stated that the results
were surprisingly good. The best obtained f1-
score with Levenshtein features was 0.970 (pre-
cision 0.957 and recall 0.984). This was on a bal-
anced dataset for the domain of corruption, French
to Dutch, with ABSDIF features and separate train
and test sets. The standard deviation of the f1-
scores over the 5 trials was 0.002, indicating a
rather stable performance. The best f1-score with-
out Levenshtein features was still 0.939 (preci-
sion 0.911 and recall 0.970), with a standard de-

1https://pypi.org/project/python-Levenshtein/

viation of 0.015. This was for the balanced data
in the domain of dressage, French to Dutch, with
CONCAT features and 5-fold cross-validation of
only in-domain data. For comparison, the best
reported state-of-the-art f1-score with a similar
setup (supervised binary classifier with balanced
data and 3-fold cross-validation) and of charac-
ter n-grams features for English-French is 0.916
(Kontonatsios et al., 2013). Considering the na-
ture of our features and the amount of infrequent
terms in the data, our results compare much more
favourably than expected and are a promising indi-
cation that features from monolingual ATE are rel-
evant enough to be re-used for cross-lingual link-
ing for ATE from comparable corpora.

5.2 Impact of Domain and Training Data

While domain can have a substantial effect on per-
formance of monolingual ATE (Fedorenko et al.,
2013; Conrado et al., 2013), performance across
domains for our experiments with the cross-
lingual linking of term equivalents appears to be
largely domain-independent. For instance, f1-
scores for experiments on the balanced datasets,
using 5-fold cross-validation and averaged over
experiments with different features are extremely
similar: 0.928 (corruption), 0.927 (dressage),
0.928 (heart failure), and 0.930 (wind energy).
Scores for more imbalanced datasets and with dif-
ferent features are comparably similar. This is
somewhat surprising, considering that terms do
have different characteristics in different domains
(Rigouts Terryn et al., 2018, 2019b), that corrup-
tion is actually a parallel corpus and that there is
much more data available for the domain of heart
failure. The fact that corruption is a parallel, rather
than a comparable corpus, should make it easier
to find equivalents, but that fact may be compen-
sated by the difficulty of the domain, since it was
reported to be the most difficult to annotate (both
monolingually and cross-lingually). Nevertheless,
despite the similar results in this case, some of the
highest obtained f1-scores were still obtained in
the domain of corruption. As for the much larger
size of the heart failure dataset: this may not affect
the cross-validation experiments, but for the ex-
periments with separate train and test sets, which
use only training data from the other domains,
heart failure does have a lower f1-score (averaged
over all experiments with separate test set) than
the other domains: 0.688 versus 0.811, 0.806, and
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0.800 in corruption, dressage, and wind energy re-
spectively.

domain p r f1
corruption 0.881 0.936 0.907
dressage 0.911 0.955 0.932
heart failure 0.875 0.953 0.912
wind energy 0.908 0.954 0.930
Average 0.894 0.950 0.920

Table 3: Precision (p), recall (r) and f1-scores (f1)
per domain, averaged over all language pairs, on
balanced datasets, without Levenshtein features,
with concatenated features, using 5-fold cross-
validation (and in-domain training data)

domain p r f1
corruption 0.903 0.827 0.887
dressage 0.903 0.889 0.896
heart failure 0.829 0.868 0.848
wind energy 0.894 0.869 0.881
Average 0.882 0.874 0.878

Table 4: Precision (p), recall (r) and f1-scores (f1)
per domain, averaged over all language pairs, on
balanced datasets, without Levenshtein features,
with concatenated features, using separate train
and test sets (without in-domain training data)

While performance is stable across domains,
training data does have an impact. Experiments
with separate test sets (and only out-of-domain
training data) perform worse than cross-validation
experiments (with in-domain training data). Ta-
bles 3 and 4 show the results with the same exper-
imental setup (balanced datasets, without Leven-
shtein features, with concatenated features) with
cross-validation versus separate train and test sets.
It is worth noting that, with different experimental
configurations, the conclusions remain the same:
with cross-validation, there is little to no differ-
ence in performance between domains, whereas
separate train and test data results in slightly lower
f1-scores for heart failure, the domain for which
less training data is available. Moreover, perfor-
mance is better for the former. In conclusion,
while this methodology seems to work equally
well for different domains, the presence of in-
domain training data is important, and the amount
of training data could also influence the scores.

lng. without Lev. with Lev.
pair p r f1 p r f1
en-fr 0.81 0.89 0.85 0.91 0.94 0.92
en-nl 0.78 0.90 0.83 0.91 0.93 0.92
fr-nl 0.79 0.91 0.85 0.94 0.96 0.95
Av. 0.79 0.90 0.84 0.92 0.94 0.93

Table 5: Precision (p), recall (r) and f1-scores
(f1) per language pair, evaluated with 5-fold cross-
validation on all domains of a language pair com-
bined, evaluated on slightly imbalanced datasets
(20% positives), with concatenated features, with
and without Levenshtein features

5.3 Impact of Features and Language Pair

The impact of CONCAT versus ABSDIF features
is minimal, with a slight advantage for CONCAT
features (average difference in f1-score of 0.04).
This is not surprising, since both contain almost
the same information, and it indicates that the
model is able to generalise well from concatenated
features without any explicit link between equiva-
lent features of source and target language terms.
Still, a little information is lost by taking the ab-
solute difference, so for future research it could
be worth investigating other ways of combining
the features. Since CONCAT features work best,
the following experiments will all use these, un-
less stated otherwise.

The Levenshtein feature does have a large im-
pact, as expected. Table 5 compares the results
of two experiments with the same settings, with
and without Levenshtein ratio as a feature. Since
the difference in performance is more pronounced
for imbalanced datasets (though it is noticeable as
well on the balanced data), the reported results are
for the dataset with only 20% positive instances.
As can be seen, the models that include Lev-
enshtein features achieve higher f1-scores, more
specifically by increasing precision. This is true
for all language pairs and also holds with other
experimental settings. The only notable difference
in this regard is between language pairs: includ-
ing the Levenshtein feature has a bigger impact
on the French-Dutch language pairs than on the
others, which is somewhat unexpected, since the
other language pairs seem more related (histor-
ically, English and French have influenced each
other a lot and English and Dutch are both Ger-
manic languages). No immediate explanation has
been found to explain this phenomenon, especially
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since it is present in all domains and almost all
configurations of the experiment. It is also re-
flected in the feature importance of Levenshtein
ratio (see section 5.5). Apart from the Levenshtein
feature, results for all language pairs are compara-
ble for all settings.

5.4 Data Balance

As has already become clear, performance with
balanced data is surprisingly good. However, in
an actual pipeline for multilingual ATE from com-
parable corpora, this is not realistic, so the stabil-
ity of the performance for imbalanced data was
tested as well. Table 6 reports precision, recall
and f1-scores for balanced (50/50), slightly im-
balanced (80/20) and very imbalanced (95/5) data,
using cross-validation to test on all domains of a
language pair combined, and without Levenshtein
feature. It should be noted that these scores are
even higher when including Levenshtein ratio (f1-
score for highly imbalanced data with Levenshtein
is on average 0.902 with these settings).

Balanced data (50/50)
Precision Recall f1-score

en-fr 0.882 0.951 0.915
en-nl 0.885 0.953 0.917
fr-nl 0.889 0.957 0.921

Imbalanced data A (80/20)
Precision Recall f1-score

en-fr 0.810 0.888 0.847
en-nl 0.776 0.897 0.832
fr-nl 0.795 0.907 0.847

Imbalanced data B (95/5)
Precision Recall f1-score

en-fr 0.796 0.806 0.801
en-nl 0.755 0.813 0.783
fr-nl 0.753 0.741 0.794

Table 6: Precision (p), recall (r) and f1-scores
(f1) per language pair evaluated with 5-fold cross-
validation on all domains of a language pair com-
bined, without Levenshtein features and for three
differently balanced datasets

The first thing that can be seen in these tables, is
that performance remains relatively high, despite
the imbalance in the datasets. This will, of course,
be partly due to the RFC’s ’class weight’ parame-
ter, but it is still promising, especially given the na-

ture of the features. In all cases, recall is favoured
over precision, even though precision never drops
below 0.741. Conclusions are similar for all do-
mains and with different experimental setups.

5.5 Feature Importance

To analyse the importance the model attributed to
the various features, we looked at the models for
the balanced dataset, created with 5-fold cross-
validation on all domains combined per language
pair. Conclusions across the language pairs are
very similar, except that, when included, the Lev-
enshtein feature gets a much higher importance for
the French-Dutch language pair. Naturally, this
feature is important in all models, but even more
so for this language combination. For instance,
in the models with ABSDIF features, the Leven-
shtein gets an importance of 20.8% for English-
French, 24.5% for English-Dutch and 30.9% for
French-Dutch. As mentioned in section 5.3, we
have not yet been able to explain this difference
satisfactorily. Since the models for all language
pairs are similar in all other respects, the rest of
the discussion will focus on a single language pair
(English-French) as an example.

group feature imp.
SIM Levenshtein 21%
STAT Combo Basic 3.6%
LING freq. of determiner POS tag 3.4%
SHAPE nr. of tokens 2.9%
STAT domain specificity of lemma-

tised form vs. Wikipedia
2.9%

STAT domain specificity of original
form vs. Wikipedia

2.7%

STAT Vintar’s termhood measure of
original form vs. newspaper
corpus

2.6%

LING freq. of preposition POS tag 2.4%
LING preposition as first POS tag 2.3%
SHAPE nr. of characters 2.2%
REL average domain specificity of

all terms that contain the cur-
rent term

2.1%

Table 7: Top ranked features with their fea-
ture groups and their attributed importance for the
balanced en-fr models, created with 5-fold cross-
validation on all domains combined, including
Levenshtein features, with ABSDIF features

Table 7 shows all features that were attributed
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an importance of over 2% in a model with ABS-
DIF features. These results are for a model with
Levenshtein features, but the ranking of the fea-
tures remains similar without this feature. As can
be seen, features from almost all feature groups are
included (see also section 4): the string similar-
ity feature (Levenshtein) (SIM), statistical (STAT)
features, linguistic (LING) features, morpholog-
ical/shape features (SHAPE), and related terms
features (REL). The highest ranked frequency fea-
ture is not far behind in the ranking, in 18th place:
relative frequency of the lemmatised form in the
Wikipedia corpus (1.4%). Logically, features that
show the least variance are also least important
(e.g., features about rare special characters or rare
first/last POS tags). Still, many features from
many different groups are used.

Results with CONCAT features are more diffi-
cult to interpret, because the features from source
and target term are separate. When included, Lev-
enshtein ratio remains most important, but the
other results differ. Strangely, the highest ranked
features are all about the target language term; the
first source term feature is only ranked 25th. An-
other difference with the ABSDIF models, is that,
apart from the Levenshtein feature, the 15 high-
est ranked features are all statistical (12) or about
related terms (3).

5.6 Error Analysis

To get a more in-depth idea of the performance,
a limited error analysis was performed on one of
the models. The results of an RFC model were
analysed in English-Dutch, tested on the domain
of dressage and trained on all other domains in the
same language pair. This experiment used CON-
CAT features, including Levenshtein ratio and was
performed on a balanced dataset. The f1-score for
this particular run was 0.952 (precision 0.932 and
recall 0.973). Out of 814 instances, there were
396 true positives, 378 true negatives, 11 false
negatives and 29 false positives. Out of 11 false
negatives, 4 contained numbers in either source
or target language, which were written in full in
the other language (e.g., three-loop serpentine and
slangenvolte met 3 bogen). If the model has learnt
to look at the presence of a number (shape fea-
ture), it is not surprising that equivalents where
only one term contains a number are wrongly clas-
sified, even though a few other examples were cor-
rectly recognised despite this difficulty. Of the

others, 5 concern either a source or target term that
can be interpreted differently depending on the
POS-tag, so the term pair may only be truly equiv-
alent in some contexts (e.g., the English term hoofs
and its Dutch equivalent hoeven, which can mean
either hoofs, but also, more commonly, ought to).
The remaining two concern pairs with no string
similarity, and also different length: equestrianism
and equitation as equivalents for hippische sport
(some discussion is possible about the exact equiv-
alence in this case). The false positives can be
similarly explained. Only two are due to a coin-
cidentally high Levenshtein ratio. Among the true
positives, it is clear that even formally very differ-
ent term pairs (e.g., half-pass and appuyement, or
inside hind leg and binnenachterbeen) and infre-
quent terms can be correctly recognised with this
methodology.

6 Conclusions and Future Research

The goal of this pilot study was to investigate
whether features used for monolingual ATE could
also be used to detect cross-lingual equivalents
in comparable corpora. For this purpose, an ex-
isting dataset was expanded and these data were
used to build binary classifiers in various experi-
ments, testing the impact of certain features, do-
mains, language pairs and the distribution of the
dataset. Considering the models use none of the
traditional features for this task and that the cor-
pora were small and, therefore, contained many
infrequent terms, the results were very promising
and even outperformed some of the state-of-the-
art approaches. Future research will have to deter-
mine whether these conclusions hold up in a com-
plete pipeline for multilingual ATE from compa-
rable corpora and whether and how they can best
be combined with more typical features, e.g., dis-
tributional linking.
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